
Section 3 

Establishment of national minimum 

 

1 Relative poverty rate in Japan 

The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare announced the relative poverty rate for the 

first time in October 2009 in order to address the poverty issue. Regarding the relative 

poverty rate in 2007, which was announced in 2009, the overall rate was 15.7％, and the 

rate for children posted 14.2％. The latest rate of the households of working adult(s) and 

child (ren) was 12.2％; among which, the rate of the household consisting of one adult was 

54.3％, the household comprising more than two adults held 10.2％. The movement of the 

overall relative poverty rate has been on the upward trend. The household of “one adult” 

and child (ren) has been declining but maintains a very high level (Chart 2-3-1). 

 With the aim of making the Japan’s relative poverty rates comparable with those of other 

countries, the data was calculated in the same manner with the one submitted to the OECD 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development). Based on the 

“Comprehensive Survey of Living Conditions” issued by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare, the ratio of household member with lower than half of the median of equivalent 

disposable income (household disposable income divided by the square root of the number 

of household member) was calculated(Chart 2-3-2). The relative poverty rate is not the 

absolute rate but a relative indicator for the ratio of the people with smaller than half of the 

median of equivalent disposable income. Assets such as deposits, savings and real estate 

are not taken into account. Benefits in kind and indirect taxes are not considered, either. 

The OECD has announced the relative poverty rates of the OECD member countries till 

the mid-2000s.  The rate of Japan in 2004 was the highest among the OECD member 

countries (Chart 2-3-3). 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

2 Establishing criteria for national minimum 

 

Article 25 of the Constitution of Japan stipulates that “All people shall have the right to 

maintain the minimum standards of wholesome and cultured living. 

Being aware that “the minimum standards of living” provided in the Constitution, which 

means national minimum, has not been necessarily identified and needs to be verified, the 

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare established the “Study Group on National Minimum” 

with the aim of sorting out the concepts of national minimum, which is the starting point for 

all social security system, and studying the criteria and indicators. The Study Group had 

discussions ten times and compiled the interim report in June, 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Japan’s relative poverty rate is the 

4th lowest, and the poverty rate of 

household of the working generation with 

children and “one adult” is the lowest 

among 30 OECD member counties. 

 

 



 

The interim report summarized the discussions made so far on national minimum. For 

example, the report describes the concepts of national minimum as follow: 1) National 

minimum is “the minimum standard of wholesome and cultured living” that the country 

secures for the people based on Article 25 of the Constitution; 2) National minimum has 

been considered mainly in terms of the economic indicator such as income and resources, 

but should be viewed in relationship with the social indicators, including human relationship 

and social involvement; and 3) Needs for daily lives are diversified and a combination of 

various indicators should be used to correctly understand the real situation. *1 

The interim report also provides verification status for the issues that require continued 

technical verification including: ① the analysis of the minimum living expenses based on 

the actual situation of consumption by the low-income group; and ② projection of financial 

losses due to poverty/disparity. In particular, regarding the latter, the report projects that 

two-year intensive vocational training provided to a high school graduates creates the 

effect up to a little over ¥100 million after he or she starts to work, while the training 

expenses are about ¥4.6 million (Chart 2-3-5). *2 



 

 

*1 In the EU, “indicators related to social protection and social inclusion” to indicate poverty 

status including health conditions and academic backgrounds are used in addition to the 

economic indicators (Figure 2-3-6). 

*2 Projection is made based on the vocational training program for young people in the U.S. 

(Job Corps program). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Column 

What is relative poverty rate? 

 

According to the relative poverty rate in the middle of 2000s publicized by OECD, Japan’s 

relative poverty rate is 

As a whole 14.9% (27
th 

out of 30 in OECD) 

Children 13.7% (19
th
 out of 30 in OECD) 

First of all, let’s look at how to calculate relative poverty rate. Relative poverty rate is 

calculated according to the following steps. 

① Calculate disposable income of household (income extracted tax and social insurance 

fee). 

② Calculate income for each person after adjusting a number of household (subtracting 

SQRT of a number of household from household income) which is income for each person 

who belongs to that household (equivalent disposal income). 

③Arrange income in order of amount (from low to high) according to equivalent disposal 

income calculated above and decide median equivalent disposal income (median). 



④Decide that halved median amount is poverty line 

⑤Rate of them whose equivalent disposal income is under poverty line is decided as 

relative poverty rate. 

Character of relative poverty rate is to just focus on disposal income excluding property 

(saving and estate, etc.) and benefits in kind (social security benefit offered as service 

where you can take actual service such as medical insurance, Long-Term Care Insurance 

and benefit related to childcare), and, is to set up main income as a standard and decide 

those who can only earn income under specific amount (poverty line) are relatively poverty. 

Therefore, since it can be calculated with only income, it is relatively easier to calculate and 

it is an index where comparing it to other countries and annual transition can be easily 

implemented.1 

On the other hand, because median which is disposal income excluding tax and social 

insurance fee is used, you must keep it in your mind that it is an index which is sometimes 

high and sometimes low depending on comparative relation of tax and social insurance 

burden of median incomer and that of tax and social insurance burden of low incomer, and 

that there are cases that we don’t know by just calculating it with relative poverty rate since 

sense of value to living standard is different depending on property or human relations in 

daily life.  

Grasping actual condition of poverty attends a lot of hardship and relative poverty rate help 

us get to know. It is necessary to deal with poverty problems while considering about 

effects upon index caused by various policies. 

   

1 Although, as another index to evaluate poverty, there is “absolute poverty rate” other than 

“relative poverty rate” where necessities of life is a criterion and it is used to judge if it can 

be said as poverty or not, it is pointed out that living standard and necessities of life is really 

depending on each country, therefore, “relative poverty rate” is applied when to compare it 

between developed country. 

 

 


